
Interlude 

 

After the first few years, 

The angels took a break. 

The birth announced, 

The shepherds roused, 

The kings and Joseph warned, 

Gabriel put up his feathers and his 
feet, 

Resumed his normal duties. 

 

They let the parents cope 

With sleepless nights, 

Teething and tantrums, 

First words, first groggy steps. 

First lessons and first loves. 

They spoke, but in the usual ways: 

Whispering at night or dawn, 

Beneath the clatter of the day; 

Out of the mouth of friends and 
teachers; 

Trusting the family to hear 

Without the fanfare 

Of beating wings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And their child grew 

In strength and wisdom, 

There were days she quite forgot 

The angels and the kings, dreamed of 
grandchildren, 

Found carpentry a destiny 

Fit for the son of man. 

So when the moment came 

For Mary to say ‘yes’ again, 

To let her baby go 

Out on the road which led to death – 

The choice was just as hard, 

And just as clear, 

As when the angel, 

Scattering sparks and feathers, 

First told her not to fear.

 

Mary Lean, Oxford 2018 



After the festive gatherings in church and in family, January invites us to resume our 

ordinary life. It is good to have high times of rich food and renewed relationships with 

relatives, parents, siblings and children. Those times are very much appreciated on 

the background of an everyday life. This poem invites to consider the ‘hidden life’ of 

Jesus with his family in Nazareth, during thirty years. His life is not purposely 

‘hidden’; the family lived like any other family of the village, unnoticed and 

unrecorded, with work and leisure, joys and sorrows, prayer and celebrations, until 

the young man Jesus set off for his personal calling and ministry among the people 

of Israel. This ‘ordinary life’ of the family in Nazareth gives a rich flavour to our own 

ordinary life; it is made holy by the presence of the incarnated God, Emmanuel, God 

with us.  

In his Spiritual Exercises, Saint Ignatius leads to pray the life of Jesus. Between the 

events around his birth and his public life, one dwells on the years of Jesus as a 

child and a young man. Mary Lean composed this poem during such a retreat, 

meditating on the Virgin Mary and the young Jesus, letting herself be inspired by a 

life without clear signs and without heroes or VIP, where God is present in his 

discreet, respectful and loving way. 

 

              

Guarani art of the 17th Century. 

Life in Nazareth.        Joseph with the Child Jesus. 


